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AFTER I DEFINITELY CAN’T AFFORD TO STUDY 
W/ SHARON OLDS

All her books arrive for me

My thing is putting a buncha shit on hold

Then paying close attention

to what arrives, and when

My other thing is walking to and from

the downtown library every day via the Georgia

Viaduct and getting a Costco hotdog for lunch  The whole

perfect day costs a dollar sixty-three

On Friday after work I

take her home  I exhaust her  I deck her out

with sparkling Paint

Tool    Reverent

gifs   I calculate

her birth

time (Embarrassing)
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litres of  flat warm Diet Pepsi It was sweet

My brother was there too, asleep

the whole time which is probably

why I didn’t go for a walk in retrospect

or something He was so small and my

favorite and I lay holding him very still

A way-too-big spoon          I saw us

from above, two skins      

If  he stirred or moved at all I would die

In that moment   I could not afford for him

to be capable of  leaving me        If  he had

I would’ve died             I swear  

on my brother’s body and on my

unrestricted access to it      

When u died instead

I thought about how sad I got to be and

how I could demand things to help me

sleep and smile and I could cut class to

and decide that a person with their sun,

Venus, Mercury and Mars in Scorpio could absolutely

write when he’s left.  I feel like a landscape

Fuck, Sharon       thanks for this   logic

What a strange and strict   tradition

The equating of  men

with their Earths

As if  Nature weren’t literally the most Giving force there is

The very condition of  all life

Of  course I try to write a poem

that requires honesty   Sort of  about how when my brother

 (You deserve it)

runs too close to the edge of  the road my fear becomes (ton-

ally,

energetically)      rage               

But also about    I hope      the night my mom collapsed

and I paced back and forth in our then apartment

drinking hating     and then drinking again two
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not one but two kittens even though they

made her so sick for so long   She thought her

allergy would just fade away  but it just got worse

and worse We had no choice but to drive across town

crying              and they cried out too

from their twin cages         My mom

took acid once, didn’t like it  Bailed

on everyone to lie in the dark       Felt paws

on her face and neck   then remembered

the box of  kittens

she’d rescued

that morning—

I get mad at her

I get so angry I start to learn

new things about u in the weeks after

ur death   Things she had kept from me

Such as ur only having one lung and being

just generally quite weak and unwell

go to a high school that wasn’t mine to

sit in a science class that wasn’t mine

where somebody who also wasn’t mine asked me

about my shirt and I felt

noticed   too young

to even consider

the quality of

attention  I’m

sorry if  I’m taking

too much it’s just

I know it can’t have happened like this but it happened

like this     I came home and peered into her bedroom  

where the pamphlet just lay on the low dresser                

THE PROS AND CONS OF CREMATING YOUR 

STILLBORN    BABY

and I thought

Fuckyoufuckyoufuckyoufuckyoufuckyou

Forever I think about my mom who got me
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about my loneliness, least of  all act

on the impulse to get to know

u              Sry   I prefer living  

where Nothing transpires

between us & I

stay lodged

In the tract  of  belief

in something I won’t

lose      That feeling

is fuel and I must accept some illusions for it

even if  I would rather have u

For years I avoid every conversation about

miscarriage                       I avoid rooms

in which those conversations are taking place

even if  I am not implicated in them

Big thick husks grow in my brain’s

socket

I avoid my body    its triumphs and

She didn’t want to worry me

so I was unprepared, much less prepared

than anybody else and that unpreparedness

made me, as you (Sharon)

might say, an angel

of  hate     After which, I just had to stop, because

wow                           Sharon, we’ll never meet

so I can bring myself  to address you this way   Eventually 

there is even

a new baby!         And all the ways I feel

about my brother, the ways I can barely handle feeling

for one person, I begin to feel all

over again  

It’s Tuesday The sun comes out for a split

second and I’m desperate

        (My proteins make

a wish) Sated, I shamelessly

admit that I never do anything
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my brother’s body 

But here, near the end

of  the poem I experience a need

for clarity and I finally see 

this shit for what it is       

Just a memory   multiplying         

For my brother could not have been there that small 

when I was still in school

and then that small again 

four years later  

I must have been alone

that night   The night

of  the first  New loss

baby 

The one for whom there is not yet

a replacement

Sharon

You wrote    Torn away

its defeats

If  I think of  u at all  

it is to wonder just how badly

I wanted a proper and final

grief  

And all the ways we feel about it

Finally   It’s all I have an appetite for  

My mom makes a joke about how many miscarriages

she’s had and I

leave the room

It’s February

On the eve of  her fortieth

birthday when she falls and when

we find her she says  so

quietly

I’m dying

That was the most fear I’ve ever felt

I drank the Diet Pepsi and clutched


